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A BAY GELDING 
(IRE) 
May 28th, 2019 

      

Kalanisi (IRE) 

    
Doyoun 

    Mill Reef (USA) 
Dumka (FR) 

Kalamba (IRE) 

 

Green Dancer (USA) 
Kareena 

Incas Article (IRE) 
(2006) 

 

Definite Article (GB) 

 

Indian Ridge 
Summer Fashion 

Inca Hill (IRE) 

 

Insan (USA) 
Cantafleur 

E.B.F. Nominated.       IRE Qualified 
This gelding is unbroken. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale.) 
 
1st Dam 
INCAS ARTICLE (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years and placed twice, all her 

starts; dam of 2 runners from 6 foals; 
Sophie's Best (IRE) (2014 f. by Court Cave (IRE)): placed once over hurdles at 5 years. 
Matthews Hill (IRE) (2016 g. by Kalanisi (IRE)): ran in a point-to-point at 5 years, 2021. 

She also has a 4-y-o gelding by Mount Nelson (GB) and a yearling filly by Court Cave (IRE). 
 
2nd Dam 
INCA HILL (IRE): ran once over hurdles; dam of three winners, 6 runners and 7 foals; 

GRAINEYHILL (IRE): 4 wins, £47,609: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; 
also 3 wins over hurdles and £27,356 and placed twice and winner over fences 
and £19,525 and placed 5 times. 

STEEL CAP (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also placed twice over hurdles. 
INCAS ARTICLE (IRE): see above. 
Dun Bawn (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 6 years; also winner of a point-to-point. 
 

3rd Dam 
CANTAFLEUR: ran twice in N.H. Flat Races; also ran once over hurdles; dam of two 

winners from 9 runners and 10 foals; 
TRENCH HILL LASS (IRE): 5 wins, £16,417: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 

years; also 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and placed 3 times and 3 wins over 
fences and placed 3 times; also 2 wins in point-to-points at 4 years; broodmare. 

QUETAL (IRE): placed 3 times over hurdles at 5 and 6 years and 3 wins over fences 
and £14,616 and placed twice; also 3 wins in point-to-points. 

The Go Ahead (IRE): placed 3 times over fences; also winner of a point-to-point. 
Rhythm Hill (IRE): ran in N.H. Flat Races and over hurdles; dam of winners: 

RAVENHILL (IRE): 6 wins, £171,188: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race; also 3 
wins over hurdles and £23,278 and placed 3 times and 3 wins over fences, 
2020 and £147,560 inc. National Hunt Challenge Cup Novices’ Chase, 
Cheltenham, Gr.2, placed 3 times inc. 2nd Kerry National H. Chase, Listowel, 
Gr.1 and 3rd BetVictor Chase, Navan, Gr.2; also winner of a point-to-point. 

BALLYCARNEY (IRE): placed 4 times over hurdles and 3 wins over fences at 6 
years and £27,749 and placed 3 times. 

 
4th Dam 
BARFLEUR (FR): winner in France; dam of four winners, 8 runners and 10 foals inc.: 

MARFEE (FR): 4 wins at 3 years in France; grandam of FASON (FR): won Preis 
vom Rhein Steeplechase, Baden-Baden, L. 

BARFLY: 3 wins: placed once; also winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also winner over 
hurdles and winner over fences; dam of winners: 
Lady Bar: 6 wins, £26,085: 3 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years and placed 4 

times and 3 wins over fences, £18,078, placed 16 times inc. 3rd P Z Mower 
Chase, Thurles, L. and Bradstock Insurance Novice Chase, Punchestown, L. 

CASTALINO: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also 2 wins over hurdles and 
5 wins over fences; dam of VAST CONSUMPTION (IRE): 4 wins over 
hurdles and £55,433 inc. www.the tote.com H. Hurdle, Fairyhouse, Gr.2. 

La Pernelle (FR): unraced; dam of: 
El Tormento (ARG): 2nd Premio Presidente de La Republica, Panama, Gr.1. 

 


